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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [ 19, Remark 21, it was observed that every regular packing of lines in a 
projective space PG(3, q) may be used to construct a spread in PG(7, q), and 
hence a translation plane of order q4. It is the intention here is to give an 
intrinsic characterisation of these spreads, and describe the collineation 
groups of the associated planes. 
It is appropriate to begin by describing their construction. Let W be a 
vector space of dimension 4 over a Galois field K z GF(q). Following 
Denniston [3], a packing of the lines in PG( W, K) g PG(3, q) is a partition 
of the 2-dimensional subspaces of W into spreads. We shall call such a 
packing regular if each of its members is a Desarguesian spread; i.e., if each 
of its members represents a Desarguesian translation plane. Thus a packing 
.9 of PG( W, K) is regular precisely when 
dimkerk W= 2 for all k E -9, 
where ker k = {a E end WI X0 < X, all X E k} is the kernel of k. 
Suppose that we are given a packing ,P. For each spread k E 9, and each 
a E ker k, let W, be the K-subspace of W 0 W defined as 
Now set 
w, = {(w, w”)/wE W]. 
w,= {(O,w)lwE WI, 
and define Z = C(.-P) to consist of W, , together with all of the W, obtained 
by letting a range over ker k and k range over 9’. 
THEOREM 1. If 9 is a packing of the lines in PG( W, K), then Z is a 
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ProoJ Let M = Uke,P ker k - {O}. Then 9 a packing implies that M is a 
set of linear transformations of W which is semiregular on W- {0} (i.e., 
wQ = w4, for w  E W - {0} and a, p E M, if and only if a = p). Therefore, Z 
is a partial spread in PG(W@ W, K) (cf. [ 171, in particular, p. 5 1). 
Moreover, Z is a spread if and only if M is transitive on W - {0}, and this is 
the case precisely when .9 is regular. I 
Thus a regular packing determines a spread and with it a translation 
plane. 
Suppose then that we have a spread 22 which is constructed, as described 
above, from a regular packing 9. For each k E 9, define 
n=n(k)={W,, W,jaEkerk). 
Then 7c is a partial spread contained in C, and Z is the union of the TC as k 
ranges over 9. Moreover, each 71 is derivable (this concept is reviewed in 
Section 4), its replacement being the set of K-subspaces defined by 
Therefore the spread ,?Y is a union of derivable partial spreads. It is just this 
observation which motivated the research described here. 
Now, let V be a finite vector space over a Galois field F, with 
dim, Vr O(mod 4), and let Z be a spread in PG(V, F). A collection g of 
derivable partial spreads is said to cover Z, if ,Z is the union of the members 
of ~2 (observe that we do not insist that the replacements for the derivable 
partial spreads in @ are composed of F-subspaces). Thus the collection 
9,= {n(k)(kE.P} 
covers the spread Z. Amongst the minimal covers, we single out those which 
have a particularly regular structure. Given a cover a, let 7c0 = n(g) be the 
intersection over all elements of 8. Then ‘9 is called regular if 
TCl-l7C*=7l 0 for all distinct rc, rc* E .Q. 
Observe that g,n_, is regular; in fact, in this case 
7co= {W,, W,laEK). 
and this partial spread is a regulus (this concept is reviewed in Section 3). 
An easy counting argument shows that if a spread Z has a regular cover 
g, then n(a) # 0. For Z a Desarguesian spread, an example of a regular 
cover, with 1 n(g) I= 1, may be obtained by taking g to correspond to a 
pencil of circles in the representation of Z as a miquelian inversive plane. 
Similarly, if %? is chosen to correspond to a complete bundle of circles, then 
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$ is regular with 1 n(g) 1 = 2. Non-Desarguesian spreads, admitting a regular 
cover with ) z(g I= 1, have been constructed by the author in [ 181. Using 
similar techniques, Fisher and Thas [5] give other examples, including some 
with I n(9)) = 2. Here we shall see that if I z(g) I 2 3, then Z and @ arise, as 
described above, from a regular packing. To be precise, the following result 
wiil be established: 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that Z is a spread in PG(V, F) which admits a 
regular cover g satisfying 1 z(g)/ > 3. Let K = ker ,?Y, and let WE x(g). 
Then the following hold: 
(1) dim, V= 8; 
(2) D is unique; 
(3) for each R E g, let xL’ be its replacement, define 
7t 6= (xn WI WE n’}, and set .9= {nbjr~g), then 9 is a regular 
packing of the lines in PG( W, K), and there is an isomorphism of .T onto 
Z(Y) which carries W onto W, and @ onto 9??. 
Thus we have an intrinsic characterisation of those spreads which can be 
constructed from regular packings. 
Let &’ be the affine translation plane which is represented by the spread 
Z = Z(9). Then J/ is of dimension 4 over its kernel (by Theorem 2 (1)). 
We wish to determine the K-linear part of the translation complement of J/. 
This is the stabiliser in GL( W @ W, K) of Z, and we denote it by aut, Z. 
Since the regular cover g9 is unique (by Theorem 2 (2)), rrO is invariant 
under aut, Z. Since zO is a regulus, the group a* of units in its enveloping 
algebra is isomorphic to GL(2, K) (cf. Sections 2 and 3 for a thorough 
discussion). In Section 6, we shall see that B * < aut, Z. 
Now let aut, .P be the stabiliser of the packing 9 in GL( W, K). If we 
make W@ W into an aut, Y-module, by taking the direct sum of the 
aut, .8-module W with itself, then aut,9 is also contained in aut, Z. In 
fact, aut, C is the product of aut, 9 and 8*. 
THEOREM 3. Let the spread ,Z be constructed from the regular packing 
9. Then 
aut, .?Y = 8 * aut, 9. 
Furthermore, [B *, aut,9]=1,8*naut,9=KK*and8*zGGL(2,K). 
As an a*-module, W @ W is isomorphic to the direct sum of four copies 
of the standard module for GL(2, K). In particular, if p is the characteristic 
of K, then the p-elements in a* are affine elations of &. In fact, g* is 
generated by all affme perspectivities in the translation complement of M’. 
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Thus the K-linear part of the translation complement is a central product of 
the group generated by all affine perspectivities and a group which is induced 
from the group of the packing. 
Thus regular packings can be used to construct translation planes which 
admit affine elations for more than one axis and direction. These planes are 
non-Desarguesian, and are also quite different from those constructed by 
Ostrom [ 161 and Foulser [7] using the technique of multiply deriving a 
Desarguesian plane. To see this, merely note that they have dimension 4 over 
their kernel. Unfortunately, there do not appear to be many examples. In 
fact, as far as we are aware, only three regular packings are known at 
present. Two exist when K 2 GF(2), and give rise to the Lorimer-Rahilly 
plane and its transpose. One further example is known when K E GF(8), and 
was discovered by Denniston [4]. These three planes and, in particular, their 
collineation groups are briefly discussed in the penultimate section of this 
paper. 
2. ENVELOPING ALGEBRAS FOR PARTIAL SPREADS 
In this section, we shall establish our notation and terminology, and also 
introduce the concept of the enveloping algebra of a partial spread. This is 
an algebraic invariant of a partial spread which, in certain circumstances, 
proves to be quite useful. Whilst revising this paper, we learned that Liebler 
[ 141 has independently considered the same object, and we have adapted our 
original notation and terminology to conform with his; in particular, the 
name enveloping algebra stems from him. 
Let V be a nontrivial vector space of even dimension 2n over a Galois 
field F. The lattice of all subspaces of V is, as usual, denoted by PG(V, F). A 
partial spread in PG(V, F) is a nonempty set K of subspaces of I’ satisfying 
dim,X= n and xn Y = (0) all distinct X, YE K. 
Given a partial spread K, we call the set of elements in V which are 
contained in some member of IC the support of K, and denote this set by 
supp K. Thus K is a spread precisely when supp K = V. The kernel of K over 
F is defined to be 
ker, K = {a E end, V]X* <X, all X E K}; 
and the group of F-automorphisms of K is 
We shall drop the subscript F whenever the context permits us doing so. For 
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instance, if K is a spread, then ker, K coincides with the kernel of ic as 
defined in Section 1, and so the subscript is unnecessary. Note also that if K 
is a spread, then aut, K is simply the F-linear part of the translation 
complement of the affme translation plane which K represents. 
Suppose that IC is a partial spread, with ]K] > 2. A subspace U E PG( V, F) 
is called a transversal of K if 
u=unx@unY for all distinct X, YE K. 
Observe that if (K( > 3, then U # (0) is a transversal of K if and only if K 
induces a partial spread on U, i.e., if and only if the set of subspaces 
!cU = {Xn UIX E K} is a partial spread in PG(U, F). Of course, this 
necessitates dim, U being even. Let K(K) be the set of ail F-transversals of K. 
Clearly, (0) and V are always transversals of K, and if K happens to be a 
spread, then these are its only transversals. 
Again, let K be a partial spread containing at least two elements. Given 
distinct X, YE K, let z(X, Y) be the projection of V onto Y with kernel 
X, i.e., the endomorphism of V defined by 
n(X Y):x+yt--+y all x E X, y E Y. 
Now let Z(K) be the F-subalgebra of end, V which is generated by all such 
projections. Following Liebler’s [ 141 terminology, we shall call a(~) the 
enveloping algebra of K. 
The relationships among ker K, B(K), and a(~) are described below. We 
adopt the following conventions: if B is a subalgebra of end, V, then 4p8 is 
its centraliser in end, V, the centre of B is Zg and PG( V, 8) is the lattice of 
all %-submodules of V. 
THEOREM 2.1. If K is a partial spread in PG( V, F) which contains at 
least two elements, then 
ker K=~!c!?(K) and a(K)= PG(V, a(K)). 
This result is easily verified, and the reader is left to provide a proof. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let K be a partial spread in PG( V, F), and set K = ker,K. 
If a(~) = {(0), V}, then K is afield and a(~) = end, V. 
Proof: As an 8(K)-module, V is irreducible, because of 2.1 and the 
assumption that &T(K) = { (0), V}. Thus Schur’s Lemma (for finite modules) 
and Theorem 2.1 imply that K is a field. Finally, since V is a faithful and 
irreducible B(K)-module, c~(K) is simple (cf. [ 11, Theorem 1, p. 39]), and the 
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remaining assertions follow from the Wedderburn structure theory (cf. 
[ 11,4.4, p. 4721) applied to finite simple algebras. I 
We have already noted that spreads have only the two trivial transversals, 
so Lemma 2.2 is always applicable to spreads. In particular, if K is a spread 
in PG(V, F), with ker K = F, then C?(K) consists of all F-endomorphisms of 
V. This indicates that, in general, knowledge of the enveloping algebra of a 
partial spread does not convey much information about the partial spread 
itself. Of course, there are exceptions, and in this paper enveloping algebras 
are used to identify the intersection of a set of derivable partial spreads. In 
Section 4, we shall see that if such an intersection is not too small, then it is 
essentially a regulus. Enveloping algebras for reguli are discussed in the next 
section. The following result provides a basis for the discussion: 
THEOREM 2.3 (cf. Liebler [14, 1.41). Let tc be a partial spread in 
PG(V, F) which contains at least three elements. Assume that V has a 
faithful and irreducible B(n)-submodule. Set Z = %8(n), let U be an 
irreducible B(u)-submodule and W an irreducible ker u-submodule of V. 
Then Z is afield, and the following hold: 
(1) K, is a partial spread in PG(U, F) and Z = ker Key; 
(2) a(n) E Z’(tc,) = end, U and ker K g end, W, 
(3) PG( V, ker K) z PG(U, Z) and K(K) = PG( V, Z(n)) z PG( W, Z). 
In particular, both k?(n) and ker K are simple, V is homogeneous us both an 
g(tc) and a ker n-module, and dim, V = dim, U dim, W. 
Proof Since a(~) is assumed to have at least one faithful and irreducible 
submodule, C%‘(K) is simple, and V is a homogeneous g(K)-module. In 
particular, U is a faithful B(K)-submodule of V. 
By Theorem 2.1, U is a transversal of K. Since K has at least three 
elements, K” is a partial spread in PG(U, F). Moreover, since W(K,) g I, 
the irreducibility of U and 2.1 imply that a(~,) = { (0), U}. Also 
Z(K)~ c?(K,), because U is faithful. Now Z= ker K~ and 
a(~) g a(~,) = end, U are consequences of Lemma 2.2. This proves (1) and 
the first part of (2). 
Since a(~) is simple, the lattice of all 98(K)-submodules of V is 
isomorphic to the lattice of all ~~ndFU~(~)-submodules of the irreducible 
8’(K)-submodule U (cf. [ 11, Theorem 1, p. 11 I]). But Ye = ker K and 
.L?? end, Us = ker K" by Theorem 2.1, and so the first statement in (3) 
follows. 
Since ker K = PB(rc) by Theorem 2.1, the simplicity of C??(K) implies that 
of ker K (cf. [ 11, Theorem 2, p. 1321). The remaining claims are now conse- 
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quences of the general results on modules for simple algebras which have 
already been quoted. 1 
3. REGULI 
A partial spread k in PG( V, F) is called a regulus if ] k 1 > 3, and if every 
2-dimensional subspace, which is a transversal of three members of k, is a 
transversal of k and lies entirely in supp k. This definition is readily seen to 
be equivalent to the usual projective version which may be found, e.g., in 
Dembowski’s book [2, p. 2201. 
Suppose then that k is a regulus in PG(V, 8’), and let K E k have 
cardinality at least 3. Then I = w(k), and V is a homogeneous a(~)- 
module, with dim,U = 2 for every irreducible B(K)-submodule U. In 
particular, such a U is a faithful B(x)-submodule and ker K = F. Thus 
S??(K) = F, by Theorem 2.3(l), and (2) tells us that 
the simple algebra of all 2 x 2-matrices over F. From Theorem 2.3(3), we 
know that PG( I’, ker K) z PG(U, F), the lattice of all subspaces of a 2- 
dimensional vector space over F, and so it follows that 
PG( V, ker K) = k U ((O), V). 
Since these observations are valid for all choices of K L k, with 1 K/ > 3, we 
are led to the following conclusions: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let k be a regulus in PG(V, F), and choose K g k, with 
IKI > 3. Then 
g(K) = 8(k) Z M, x z(F), 
PG( V, ker K) = PG( V, ker k) = k U { (0), V}. 
Observe that Lemma 3.1 implies that k is the only regulus in PG(V, F) 
which contains K. A straightforward application of Theorem 2.3 leads to the 
following partial converse of 3.1: 
LEMMA 3.2. Let K be a partial spread in PG(V, F) which contains at 
least three elements. Set Z = XC!?(K), and define, k = PG( V, ker K) - { (0), V}. 
Assume that the following hold: 
(a) &Y(K) is simple, 
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(b) V has an B(n)-submodule U, with dim, U = 2. Then k is a regulus 
in PG(V, Z), and is the only regulus in this space which contains K. 
Moreover, k = K if and only if U G supp K. 
If 8 is a subalgebra of end, V, then we denote the group of units in 8 by 
8*. Clearly, if K is a partial spread, then (ker K)* ,< aut K. In particular, for 
a regulus k in PG( V, F), we have 
GL(n, F) E (ker k)* < aut k, 
because ker k z M,,,(F) by Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 2.3. 
We have seen (in 3.1) that k is precisely the set of nontrivial ker k- 
submodules of V. Since the units in g(k) necessarily permute these 
submodules, and as B(k) E M,, z(F), we also have 
GL(2, F) z B(k)* < aut k. 
(Actually, reguli are the only partial spreads which enjoy the property that 
all units in their enveloping algebras are also automorphisms.) In particular, 
B(k)* is 3-transitive on k. But if K C k, with 1 K[ > 3, then ker K = ker k by 
Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 2.1. Therefore, upon taking the product of (ker k) * 
and B(k)*, we have accounted for all F-linear automorphisms of k. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let k be a regulus in PG(V, F). Then 
aut k = Z’(k)*(ker k)* z GL(2, F) Y GL(n, F), 
where the product is central, and taken over the common centre. 
4. DERIVABLE PARTIAL SPREADS 
Throughout this section, assume that 2n = dim, V = O(mod 4), and let 
GF(p) be the prime subfield of F. 
Recall (e.g., from [6]) that a partial spread 71 in PG( V, F) is deriable if 
there exists a partial spread rc’ satisfying 
71’ c GF&) and supp 7r’ = supp ?L. 
Usually, rr’ is called the replacement for R (there is no ambiguity here, 
because it turns out that n’ is unique). We shall assume that II’ consists of F- 
subspaces of V, because if this is not the case, then we can always replace F 
by, e.g., its prime field GF(p). 
The most familiar example of a derivable partial spread is obtained by 
choosing V to have dimension 4 over F, and setting x to be a regulus in 
PG( V, F). In this case, the set of transversals a(n) - ((O), V} is the required 
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replacement rr’. This is itself a regulus, and is called the regulus opposite 6. 
In other words, 7c and II’ are the two rulings of a ruled quadric in the 3- 
dimensional projective space PG(V, F). An important result, due to Foulser 
[6, Corollary 11, asserts that a derivable partial spread and its replacement 
are essentially always of this type (this is made precise in Corollary 4.3). 
Here we generallise Foulser’s result by determining the structure of the inter- 
section of a collection of derivable partial spreads. 
Given a partial spread IC in PG(V, F), with IK] > 3, we define 
K’ = {U E K(K) 1 dim, U = n and gf(~[,) = { (0) U} }, 
where rcU is the partial spread induced on U by IC. Thus, by Theorem 2.1, 
each member of K’ is an irreducible W(K)-submodule. In particular, if K’ # 0, 
then K’ is a partial spread. Observe that if IK’I > 2, then V is a completely 
reducible g(K)-module, and so &F(K) = K’ U {(0), I’} by the Krull-Schmidt 
theorem. In particular, this shows that a derivable partial spread has exactly 
one replacement. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Foulser [6, Theorem 11). Suppose that JK’ I> 3, and set 
Z = Pg(K’). Then B(K’) = ker K and K’ is a regulus in PG(V, Z). 
ProoJ As we have already observed, 2.1 and the assumption ]K’ I > 2 
together imply that V is a completely reducible 8’(K)-module, and K’ is 
precisely the set of all irreducible B(K)-submodules. If IK’I > 3, then these 
submodules are pairwise isomorphic, by the Krull-Schmidt theorem; in 
particular, each member of K’ is a faithful 8(K)-module. So we may apply 
Theorem 2.3. 
Let Z = %a(~), and choose W to be an irreducible ker K-submodule of V. 
Then 2.3(2) and (3) imply 
ker K E end, W and a(K) S PG( W, z). 
But K(K) = K’ U { (0), V), and so dim, W = 2. 
Since each member of K is a transversal of the partial spread K’, 2.1 tells 
us that a(~‘) < ker K. Therefore, W is also a faithful 8(X’)-submodule. 
Moreover, since Z ,< $P~(K’) = ker K’, and as dim, W= 2, it follows that, W 
is an irreducible B(rc’)-submodule, and Z = ker sty. 
In particular, we may apply Theorem 2.3 to K’. From 2.3(l), we deduce 
that Z = ker sty = BB(rc’); and now, from 2.3(2), we have a(~‘) E end, W. 
But we have already seen that end, WE ker K and a(~‘) < ker K, and so 
a(~‘) coincides with the simple algebra ker K. Note, this also implies that 
ker K’ = &?(K). 
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We may now apply Lemma 3.2 to the partial spread K’, and conclude that 
PG( V, ker K’) - { (0), V} is a regulus in PG(V, 2). 
PG(V,ker K')=PG(V,B(K))= K' U ((O), V}, 
however, and so the proof is complete. 1 
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose that /K’ ( > 3, and set Z = US. Then 
ker K = ~(K')zM~~~(Z). 
Moreover, if dim,Z = t, then t 1 n and 
Z’(K)= ker K' G M,,lxn,t(Z). 
Proof The first statement follows from Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 3.1. 
The second can now be deduced from Theorem 2.3. 1 
COROLLARY 4.3 (Foulser [6, Corollary 11). Let TZ be a derivable partial 
spread, and let 71’ be its replacement. Suppose that both 7c and n’ are in 
PG(V, F), and set D = s&@(rt). Then the following hold: 
(1) 8(rr) = ker n’ z M, x z(D) 2 ker 7~ = &r’), 
(2) dim, V = 4, and 7~ and 7~’ are a pair of opposite reguli in 
PG( V, 0). 
Proof: Apply Theorem 4.1 to both n and 71’. 1 
We now generalise 4.3 by determining the structure of the intersection of a 
set of derivable partial spreads. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let g be a set of derivable partial spreads, such that 
every member of C9 and its replacement is in PG(V, F). Set x0 = n,, 9 71, 
assume that / ?r,,I > 3, and let E = nzEg ~~(~). Then q, is a regulus in 
PG( V, E). 
ProoJ Clearly, without any loss in generality, we may assume that 
E = F. Since a(rr’) = ker 71, for every 7t E .@ by Corollary 4.3(l), we have 
Therefore, 
(8(x’) 1 n E g) = (ker ~1 rc E g) < ker n,. 
PG(V, ker x0) s n PG(V, Z(q) = 7~~ u { (0), V). 
nec4 
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But certainly every member of q, is fixed by ker zO, and hence 
PG( V, Ker q,) = z,, u { (0), V}. 
Since 1 n, ( > 3, it now follows from the Krull-Schmidt theorem, that V is a 
homogeneous ker q-module. Therefore, Ker q, is simple, and so the same is 
true of its centralizer &Y(q,). Let Z = PB(qJ, and let U be an irreducible 
8(q)-submodule of V. Then 
PG(U, Z) E PG( V, ker q,) = x0 U { (0), V}, 
by 2.3(3) and the conclusion of the first paragraph. Thus, dim, U = 2. 
Therefore, q, is a regulus in PG(V, Z) by 3.2. It remains to show that Z = F. 
Let 71 E g, and set D = 88(z). As 71 is a regulus in PG(V, D), by 4.3(2), 
and as q, EX, with 17r01> 3, we may apply 3.1 to conclude that 
~Y~a<n,) = 8J?r). Thus ker,q, = ker,z by 3.1, and we have 
8(r) n ker x0 < gD(z) n ker, z0 = ?Y”(z) n ker, 7c = D. 
But now, since P’(q) < n,,, F(z), we conclude that 
Z=8(q,)nkerq,,< 0 (B(x)nkerr,,)< n 28(n)=F. I 
neQ ZCV 
5. REGULAR COVERS 
Let Z: be a spread in PG(V, F) which admits a regular cover 9J satisfying 
1q,(.9)[ > 3. Here, our terminology and notation is as in Section 1. We shall 
assume that every element in 9 is such that its replacement is also in 
PG(V, F); for this can always be achieved by replacing F by an appropriate 
subfield. 
Now let E = n,,, z&?(z). Then E is an extension field of F in end, V, 
every member of g and its replacement is a derivable partial spread in 
PG( V, E), and ~(97) is a regulus in PG(V, E) by Theorem 4.4. We assume 
that E = F, and we simplify our notation by writing x0 instead of $9). 
Finally, we let K denote the kern of ,?Y. 
LEMMA 5.1. dim, V= 8. 
ProoJ: Let F = GF(q), and set dim, V= 4m. Then each member of @ 
has cardinality q” + 1. Because a is regular, an obvious count yields 
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But n, is a regulus in PG( V, F), and as such n,, has cardinality q + 1. Upon 
substituting this in the equation above, we see that m = 2. I 
Let IYEn,,, anddefine9={nt,l7cEQ}. So dim,W=4 by Lemma 5.1, 
and 9 is a family of spreads of PG(W, F). 
LEMMA 5.2. .9 is a packing. 
Proof Since (XI =q4 + 1, and as g is regular with 17c,, = q + 1, the 
count used in the proof of Lemma 5.1 shows that 1 Q I= q2 + q + 1. Thus, in 
order to show that 9 is a packing, it is sufficient to argue that the members 
of 9 are pairwise disjoint. Let X E 2Iul, n Q&, with ‘u, J2 E $9, and let U be 
the transversal of 7c0 which contains X. Then U is a transversal to both ‘u 
and 2. Hence ‘8 = 2, because ‘u U 2 is a partial spread. 1 
LEMMA 5.3. P is regular. 
Proof. Let 71 E &!Z, and set D =38(z). Then D < ker nb, and 
dim, W = 2 by Corollary 4.3. Therefore, $,, is a Desarguesian spread. 1 
LEMMA 5.4. K = F. 
Proof. Assume that K # F, and let F = GF(q). Then K contains a 
subfield HE GF(q’), because K # F and Lemma 5.1 imply that dim, V = 2 
or 4. Let 7~ E 9, and set D = $8(n). Then zk = PG( W, D) - { (0) W), and 
H centralises D. Therefore, H leaves invariant either all, or exactly two of 
the elements of the Desarguesian spread 7~k. Since this holds for every 
member of @, and as 9 is packing, we conclude that H leaves at least 
2(q* + q + 1) lines of PG( W, F) invariant. But this is impossible, because 
PG( W, H) - ((O), W} is a spread. 
Combining Lemmas 5.1-5.4 proves (1) and the first statement in Theorem 
2 (3). The second claim in (3) is now straightforward to verify, and the 
reader is left to provide a proof. In order to show the uniqueness of 69, and 
hence complete the proof of Theorem 2, we investigate the structure of aut C. 
6. AUTOMORPHISMS 
Let n E g, and set D = $8(z). Then x is a regulus in PG(V, D) by 
Corollary 4.3; and z,, is a regulus in PG(V, F) by Theorem 4.4, and our 
assumption that n%a(z) = F. Since n, c 71, we certainly have that 
a(~,) < s(n). In particular, a(~,)* &Y(n)*. But now, 3.3 applied to the 
regulus rr,, and the regulus K yields: 
GL(2, F) s 8(q,)* <i?(n)* < aut z 
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Since this is true for every II E @, and as Z is the union of the members of 
g. we conclude that 
GL(2, J’) z 8(x0)* < aut 2;. 
Since E(7z0)* leaves invariant each of the transversals of the regulus z,,, 
viewed as an B(lr,)*-module, V is isomorphic to the direct sum of four 
copies of the standard module for GL(2, E;). Hence, if p is the characteristic 
of F, and if (r is a nontrivial p-element in g(zJ*, then in the terminology of 
Hering [9], a is a rc,-elation. Given a partial spread K s .?I, let S(K) denote 
the group generated by all x-elations. So we already know that 
SL(2, F) ?z S(ro) < S(Z). 
Actually, we have equality. 
LEMMA 6.1. S(Z) = s&J g SL(2, F). 
Proof: Groups generated by rc-elations (where K is a partial spread) have 
been classified by Hering [9, lo] ( f. c in particular, [ 10, Theorems 3.9 and 
3.121). We apply this classification to our situation. 
Suppose that S(n,) # S(Z). Let F have order q and characteristic p. Then 
SL(2, q) z S(;lr,)$ S(Z). But now, since dim, V= 8 by Lemma 5.1, Hering’s 
classification implies that we have one of the following possibilities: 
(a) S(Z) g SL(2, q*) or SL(2, q4) and, as a GF(p) S(Z)-module, V is 
a direct sum of standard modules; 
(b) q = 3, S(Z) r SL(2,5) and V is isomorphic to the direct sum of 
two copies of the SL(2, 5)-module obtained from the standard module for 
SL(239); 
(c) q = 2, and every elation axis is the axis for a group of elations 
having order of precisely 2. 
Let X E Z - x0 be an axis of a nontrivial C-elation. Let 7~ be the element 
of g which contains X, and set D = .Z’g(rc). Then every member of z is an 
axis, because S(rr,) is transitive on IZ - n,. 
First, suppose that (a) holds. Then it follows that SL(2, q*)z 
S(z) ( S(Z). Let C be a cyclic subgroup of S(z) having order q2 + 1. Then 
each member of 7~’ is an irreducible C-submodule of V. Therefore, the 
totality of nontrivial C-submodules forms a Desarguesian spread 0. Since D 
centralises C and fixes each member of z’, we must have D < ker R. Now C 
must fix exactly two members of Z - rr, so let Y be one of these. Then Z - IC 
consists precisely of the orbit of Y under S(z). Since Y belongs to 0, it is 
fixed by D. However, D centralises S(z), and so we have D < ker Z. But this 
contradicts Lemma 5.4. 
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Suppose now that (b) holds. Then we see that SL(2,5) E S(Z) < S(R). 
Arguing as above, but this time with a subgroup of order 10 in S(Z), we can 
find YE Z - 7~ which is fixed by D. Let A be the member of @ which 
contains Y. Then A - n, is precisely the orbit of Y under S(rrr,). In particular, 
each element of A is fixed by D. Thus D leaves the replacement A’ invariant. 
Choose WE n,. Then D leaves the Desaruesian spread Aly invariant. Conse- 
quently, D leaves at least two elements of At, fixed. However, 
PG( W, D) = nfv and At,nzf,=a, because {zbln E g} is a packing of 
PG( W, F). Thus (b) cannot arise. 
Finally, suppose we have case (c). Then each member of g has 
cardinality 5. Therefore, the subgroup C of order 3 in S(nO) g 5X(2,2) fixes 
every member of C - x0, and has z0 as an orbit of length 3. Let a be a 
nontrivial Z-elation which has axis X in C - rc,,. Then C must centralise (1. 
Therefore, a leaves its unique nontrivial orbit 7c0 in Z invariant. This is 
ridiculous. fl 
COROLLARY 6.2. ~3 is unique. 
Proof: Let 9 be a regular cover for 2, set E- = (-) ep ,9 L?, and assume that 
1 d 1 > 3. Then Lemma 6.1 and the discussion preceeding it imply that 
X(2, F) z s(K) = S(7c0). In particular, x0 and E- coincide. Choose WE r,,, 
let 2 E 9 and select UE 2’. Then U is the unique transversal to 7c0 through 
Wn U. By Lemma 5.2, we know that Wn U is contained in rrk for some 
7c E @‘, and hence U E 7t’. Therefore U E 2 n 7c’, and consequently L! = rt, 
because X! U II is a partial spread. 1 
Now that the proof of Theorem 2 is complete, we turn our attention to 
Theorem 3. 
Since B is unique, aut ,?Z must permute its members. Hence, aut Z leaves 
the regulus 7t,, invariant, and so 
aut Z < aut no = Z’(X,)*(ker no)*, 
where the equality comes from Lemma 3.3. We have already seen that 
8(rr,)* < aut Z;, so we only have to consider aut 2 n (ker x0)*. 
As in Section 5, let W E rcO, and define 9 = {;rr&,l 71 E %J }. Hence .9 is a 
regular packing of the lines in PG( W, F) by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3. Denote the 
group of all automorphisms of GL( W, I;) which leave 9 invariant by aut 9. 
LEMMA 6.3. aut .Z n (ker x0)* g aut 9. 
ProoJ Since n,, is a regulus, (ker nJ* z GL(W, F) by Lemma 3.3. As 
aut Z n (ker 7c,,)* consists precisely of those elements in (ker no)* which 
leave @ invariant, the lemma follows. 1 
This proves Theorem 3. 
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7. EXAMPLES 
As I mentioned in the introduction, only three distinct regular packings of 
the lines in a PG( IV, K) z PG(3, q) are known at present. 
If K E GF(2), then two distinct (necessarily) regular packings exist. They 
give rise to spreads (via the construction in Theorem 1) which represent the 
Lorimer-Rahilly plane and its transpose. These two planes have been exten- 
sively studied, and for details (especially concerning their collineation 
groups) the reader is referred to [12, 13, 15, and 191. 
The third example occurs when K z GF@), and was discovered by 
Denniston [4]. Set W = GF(8) 0 GF(83), and let w  be a primitive element 
in GF(83). Then the two mappings defined for all x E GF(8) and y E GF(83) 
by 
and, respectively, 
(x7 u> - (x3 Y”) 
belong to GL(4, 8), and generate a metacyclic group ME 273 >a 2,. In his 
paper, Denniston exhibits a Desarguesian spread, whose orbit under M is a 
regular packing. We denote this packing by .-P’, and refer the reader to 
Denniston’s paper for details of its construction, i.e., for the specification of 
a generating spread. 
Let Z = Z(Y) be the spread constructed, as in Theorem 1, from 
Denniston’s packing. By Theorem 3 and above, we have 
GL(2,8) x (Z,, >a Z,) z 8(n,)* x M < aut Z. 
Let us denote this group by G. Then G has precisely two orbits on Z, 
namely, the regulus rrO and its complement in Z. As a G-module, W@ W is 
completely reducible, and has two irreducible submodules. These being the 
following two transversals of 7~~: 
{(x~Y>Ix,JJE GF@)h and I(x,Y)~x,Y E W83)l. 
Observe that the second is a faithful G-module, whilst M is the kernel of the 
first. 
Thus G leaves invariant a fourth-root Desarguesian subplane of the 
translation plane J@‘(Z), and this subplane is fixed elementwise by M. The 
elements of order 73 in M have precisely this subplane as fixed structure, 
whilst the elements of order 3 each fix a Desarguesian-Baer subplane 
pointwise. Translation planes having such large planar groups seem to be 
quite rare. 
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8. ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
1 
Theorem 1 is not stated in its most general form. For instance, one can 
relax the restriction that 9 be a packing, and merely insist that 9 consists 
of a set of pairwise disjoint spreads. In this case, the same proof shows that 
C is a partial spread, and is a spread precisely when 9 is a regular packing. 
If 9 is chosen to consist entirely of Desarguesian spreads, then the 
resulting partial spread Z is still a regular union of derivable partial spreads, 
one derivable partial spread being determined by each member of 9. 
Interesting examples of such partial spreads are known. For instance, the 
spread representing the Ostrom-Foulser plane [7, 161, of order q2 = u4, 
contains a partial spread which is the union of (q + 1)/2 derivable partial 
spreads, any two of which intersect in the same set of u + 1 elements. These 
are the derivable partial spreads which we called nonstandard reguli in [8]. 
The resulting partial packing in PG(3, U) is quite interesting, and can be 
used to reconstruct the entire Ostrom-Foulser spread. 
Another way to generalise Theorem 1 is to simply postulate that dim, W 
be even. Then every packing of lines in PG( W, K) may be used to construct 
a partial spread in PG( W@ W, K), this partial spread being a spread 
precisely when the packing is regular. Unfortunately, as far as we are aware, 
absolutely no example of a regular packing of lines is known when 
dim, W > 4. 
2 
It is well known that a regular packing 9 of the lines in PG(3, &) may 
be used to construct a partial spread in PG(3, q) which has cardinality 
2(q + fi+ 1). Essentially, one embeds PG(3, &) in PG(3, q), extends the 
members of 9 to partial spreads in PG(3, q), and observes that each of these 
partial spreads has exactly two transversal lines, with every distinct pair of 
such lines being disjoint. Thus one obtains a partial spread having 
cardinality precisely twice that of 9, i.e., of cardinality 2(q + &+ 1). In 
the special case &= 2, the support of this partial spread is the complement 
of the point set of PG(3,2) in PG(3,4). Bruen and Thas [l] use this fact to 
construct a translation plane of order 16. (Whether, when applied to the two 
packings in PG(3. 2), their construction leads to the Lorimer-Rahilly plane 
and its transpose is not clear). In general, they prove that they can construct 
a translation plane of order q* from any maximal partial spread in PG(3, q) 
which has cardinality q* - fi. It is precisely when \/;i= 2 that the 
construction outlined above leads to a maximal partial spread of this size. 
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3 
If we select an element II in the set of derivable partial spreads ~9 (here, 
the notation is as in Section 1) and replace it, then we obtain a new spread 
C’, and with it a new translation plane ‘PP(Zl’). The group B(q)* z GL(2, K) 
continues to act on this new plane, but the perspectivities (with affine axes) 
of -d(C) in this group are now Baer collineations, i.e., they fix a Baer 
subplane of &(C’) pointwise. The subgroup of aut,9 which fixes 71 also 
continues to act on the derived plane. 
In general, &‘(Z’) may admit collineations which are not inherited from 
d(Z). Indeed, if 9 is a packing in PG(3,2), then &‘(,?Y’) is a semifield 
plane (cf. Johnson and Ostrom [ 12]), and so admits many more perspec- 
tivities than it inherited from collineations of d(Z). What happens in the 
case of Denniston’s packing is not, at the moment, clear. The derived plane 
is certainly not a semifield plane. It does, however, admit at least one group 
of affine homologies, namely that subgroup of order 3 in M (the notation is 
as in Section 7) which it inherits. It would be interesting to know if this plane 
admits other affine perspectivities. 
Finally, we note that, for the known packings, deriving with respect to any 
element in @ always leads to a plane which is isomorphic to &‘(Z’), because 
all three of these packings have a transitive group of automorphisms. 
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